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IV -- GLOBAL CHANGE

The window now reveals two more panes of glass describing change.  The

first briefly explores a set of selected social issues.  The second, in the next

chapter, reflects use and abuse of Earth’s resources.  These may appear

common topics constituting the background of daily life, but today change

describes something extraordinary and these elements soon become the very

cogs on which the future turns.

• Population

Very soon—in the first few decades of the new millennium—the increase in

human population will attain an annual growth rate of one-hundred million.

This follows two decades, the 70s and 80s, when the world’s total increased

by 1.6 billion.  Incredibly, humanity’s numbers have turned an exponential

corner to sail straight up into uncharted waters.  Simultaneously there is also an

explosion of global consumption and development of new technologies.

Figure 3 is a timeline illustrating the magnitude of our population’s amazing

growth.    For life to continue, the Earth must endure increasing pressures from

an additional one billion people per decade.  Present indications suggest this

trend will continue for each of the next three decades.  The World Bank

estimates the human population—now at 6 billion—will reach 12.5 billion by

the year 2100.  The United Nations (UN) provides estimates ranging from 9 to

14 billion.

Where are all these people?  Some live on the land, some in towns,

suburbs, or cities, but humanity now moves away from the earth.  Migration

within a less populated world previously offered new survival opportunities or

escape from less desirable conditions.  Migration was a solution when a
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homeland was destroyed by fire or flood, or when hunting grounds were

depleted.  But this option is ineffective today and humans are rarely nomadic

hunters and gatherers.  A Mexican anthropologist, Dr. Lourdes Arizpe, is

concerned by the numbers of people who move from farm to city when global

economic conditions force agrarian people from their land.  Money and jobs

draw them to urban centers.  Secondary problems later arise because valued

agricultural land is consumed by expanding urban centers.  “Globally, it has

been forecast that 24 million hectares22 of crop land will be transformed to

urban-industrial uses by the year 2000; this is only 2 percent of the world total,

but it is equivalent to the present-day food supply of some 84 million people.”

(ΣΞ 50)  This loss of agricultural land is most severe in developing countries.

The size of our population is often blamed for global problems.  However,

the window view indicates what people do—their activity—may be more

important than any number.  With this point in mind, one can also see that

humanity is stratified into regions defining population growth, poverty, and

types of activity.  The world’s population is comprised of subsets generally

identified as: the North—i.e., richer industrialized countries—and the

South—i.e., poorer developing or less developed countries (LDCs).

Less educated parents and poorer families generally produce more children

compared to better educated or more affluent parents in Europe and North

America.  Future parents of the South will produce more children, who in turn

enter the child rearing cycle at an earlier age compared to their counterparts in

the North.  Approximately 95% of the global population growth occurs in

developing countries (ΣΞ 123).  Thus, the population cycle from kids to

parents, to more kids, is simply faster in the South.  Relatively speaking, the

                                    
22  A hectare equals 2.47 acres;  An acre equals 43,560 square feet.
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North is shrinking!  This example of differential change accentuates the future

locations for increasing human activity, and thus illustrates new sources for

driving forces that cause accelerated global change.  The poor will want more

of what the rich already have.

Improved health care, education, sanitation, and greater personal wealth

hold the promise of higher standards of living and longer life spans.  Ironically,

these desired advancements plus solutions to making peace, solving global

problems, or building a sustainable future actually spur population growth and

resource consumption.  With few exceptions,23 global population has always

realized net gains and humanity seems hopelessly unable to lower its own

numbers.

                                    
23  One might cite the Bubonic plague or more recently China’s forced population stabilizing

programs as exceptions—and AIDS itself may bring massive deaths—however, at the present

rate of growth there appears to be sufficient momentum in growth to continue a net

increase for the decades of the foreseeable future.
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• Poverty versus Wealth

The distinction between rich and poor should remain fixed in your mind.

This key point reflects a historical difference, which presently shows no sign of

reversing itself.  Wealth is a significant theme here, because future

events—discussed later with regard to a biblical timeline—revolve around a

world struggling to achieve greater material prosperity.

What are the present dimensions of poverty?  The World Bank estimates 1.2

billion people live in absolute poverty—with per capita incomes under 370

dollars per year.  This figure compares with the annual sum many North

American children spend on school lunches.  Incredibly, most of Earth’s

                                    
24  Graphic redrawn with permission from John H. Gibbons and the U.S. Office of Technology

Assessment.  Also see: Sigma Xi,  page 192.
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Figure 3:  Global Population.24  This graph makes the simple statement that
the Earth is continually pressed to support an ever increasing human
population of historically unprecedented proportion.  When humanity finally
exhausts any one significant limiting factor—logical examples include food or
water resources—the present population trend leads to catastrophic events
or consequences that produce rapid population decline.
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peoples—roughly 4 to 5 billion—only live on 15% of the global economy

(ΣΞ124).  Meanwhile the rich are getting richer, they consume more, add to

global environmental problems and jeopardize fragile ecosystems in developing

countries.  

Poor nations possess a greater proportion of the world’s

resources—including a high percentage of the globe’s plant and animal

biodiversity.  The environment suffers when the poor attempt to close the

poverty gap by selling precious tropical hardwoods, exploiting rare animal and

plant species, and eroding the Earth to find valuable minerals.  They have few

other options to elevate their earning power and standard of living.

Furthermore, the world’s poorer citizens are most vulnerable to drastic

environmental change—especially from catastrophic events including

earthquakes, hurricanes, typhoons, droughts, and floods.  If not a total effort

to survive, life for the poor is forever a game of catching up.

A tension develops from an imbalance between those who have money and

technology and those who have far less.  The real insult comes when exports

from the South earn a meager compensation trapping  poor nations into their

LDC status.  A backlash may yet appear if the poor succeed in placing tighter

controls and higher prices on their native wealth.  The North considers this

possibility a threat to its economies which depend on unimpeded access to a

cheap supply of resources.  Meanwhile, increasing numbers, especially within

the ranks of the poor, assert growing demands for life style improvements and

increased material security—better food, more money, autos, consumer

electronics, homes, etc.  The critical nature to humanity’s future consumption

is appropriately expressed by Alan Durning:
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‘In the end, the ability of the earth to support billions of human beings
depends on whether we continue to equate consumption with fulfillment.’25

This raises a key point for the timeline ahead because growing markets now

lead humanity into an ever expanding material age.

The activities of the rich influence climate change and essentially—by an

advantage of wealth and technology—maintain poverty elsewhere in the

world.  The abyss between privileged and oppressed peoples is only bridged by

the hope that one day the poor might cross over to a better standard of living.

If there were no poverty, if people were granted total equity, if global

commerce flowed freely, there would be less migration, a lower universal birth

rate, and fewer armed conflicts.  The elimination of poverty may be a logical

goal, but market advantage, greed, and national debts put this objective into

the distant future.

Window Pane One   

A Cameo of Change: The Farmer’s Family

Dr. Arizpe’s contribution to a symposium on Humankind in Global

Change: Indicators and Prospects, describes her visits deep into the tropical

forest of southern Mexico.26  There, farm families are allotted parcels of rain

forest which they clear, usually by burning vegetation, and then farm.  She

observes the global change question from the minority viewpoint.  Dr. Arizpe

                                    
25  Durning, A.  “Asking How Much Is Enough,”  State of the World 1991.  A WorldWatch

Institute Report on Progress Toward a Sustainable Society.  (New York: W. W. Norton & Co.,

1991),  pages 153-169.

26  Dr. Lourdes Arizpe (Centro Legionale Estudios, Universidad Autonoma de Mexico, San

Angel, Mexico);  1991 AAAS seminar topic: Cultural Factors and Attitudes Towards Global

Change.
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quoted one farmer by politely paraphrasing his comment... “We came to live

the ‘tail’ of the world and now it has become the eye of the world.”  The

Mexican farmers cannot understand why the larger economic powers protest

their destructive farm practice.  One popular belief is modern industrial

societies require the rain forests to provide oxygen.27  The Mexicans suggest

the world’s rich urban areas should simply tear up the concrete and plant trees.

Unfortunately, after slash and burn removal of the forest, followed by two or

three productive years of farming, the tropical soils become as fruitless as a

grassy vacant lot in a depressed urban area.  The criticism from the North

focuses on the futility of tropical farming and the Southerner sees no other way

to make a living from the land.  Here, the difference in value systems produces

a cycle of suspicion and blame between the poorer and richer nations.  The

Mexican farmers won’t preserve a tree and lose a family.  Their loyalties center

on immediate survival.  Global survival is a larger issue outside their sphere of

concern.

• Human Health

How is humanity’s health?  The answer initially appears in the form of a

few more numbers.  Twenty percent of humanity, one in five, goes hungry.

The seriously malnourished—500 million—receive less than 80% of the

recommended daily intake of food energy.  Globally, 27% lack basic health

care.  Over 1.5 billion lack safe drinking water and over 2 billion lack safe

                                    
27  Plants remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by a metabolic

process—photosynthesis—to make sugars for plant growth and also release oxygen back to

the air.
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sanitation.  There are many more numbers like these, but for now this is

enough to demonstrate current conditions.

Access to health care differs based on personal or regional wealth.  Richer

nations develop and maintain modern facilities offering costly but highly

effective specialized care.  Elsewhere, a line is often drawn between the

affluent and poor, as well as between the insured and uninsured.

Foreign aid supporting health services in the South is typically limited to

optimize the greatest number of benefits per cost.  Thus funds are concentrated

on the children—for low cost inoculations, screening for early detection of

treatable disease, and malnutrition therapies. What follows this form of health

care is a cascade of consequences.  First, the young receive aid, infant survival

increases, more individuals live to older ages, which in turn results in an

increasing older population that experiences complex diseases associated with

aging.  Any attempt to service a larger elderly population then burdens limited

funds, especially in less developed regions.  The world experiences secondary

changes when the population retains the elderly long enough to significantly

raise the rate of costly diseases.  Expenditures for their care drain previously

secure funds representing personal savings, retirement funds, and other public

monies.  Aid is never enough and hard choices often come to: who do we

treat, who will survive?  

Many developed nations spend astronomical sums to save a life and this

illustrates how one life saved in the North represents funding sufficient to

operate a major health program in a poor nation.  In the South, medical

professionals decide the survival of a life based only on a few dollars, or less.

No price seems too extreme in the North, and I fear that equity is “thrown out

with the bath water” in the South.  Overall, the right to live a healthy life
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emerges as a fundamental issue woven into life styles in the North.  Affluence

and the availability of medical technology feeds an assumption that is generally

unobtainable in the South.  Here again, between the North and South, one

finds a deepening abyss.

• Cultural Diversity  

Diversity is the wellspring of life on planet Earth.  The media emphasize

biological diversity, but they rarely focus on the attributes, talents, and gifts of

bio-cultural diversity which interlinks the human community with the global

environment.  Dr. Arizpe tells us that culture is ‘the way people think’ about

reality.  Color, ritual, cuisine, architecture, myth, language, religion, herbal

medicine, and more are the expressions of cultural diversity.

Tribes, races, clans, and ethnic cultures are often stereotyped by differences

between primitive and advanced life styles.  This is a subjective comparison

because, among other examples, native lore and wisdom are the root of

modern medicine and provide insight for modern social behaviors.  Humans

have the option to preserve all species including every member of Homo

sapiens.  However, bias, greed, ignorance, neglect, and discrimination between

social groups heightens artificial barriers.  This furthers the poverty that drives

resource depletion and other global changes.  Among all resources, indigenous

human populations hold knowledge and traditions that preserve the local

environment and the culture immediately dependent upon it.  In a time when

environmentalists call on everyone to think globally by acting locally, a

dominant global population moves into and takes over localized biocultural

resources previously cherished and preserved by more remote, specialized,

indigenous peoples.
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Dr. Jeffrey McNeely looks at problems associated with preserving both

natural and cultural resources.  He observes that indigenous peoples represent

small segments of the overall population occupying special, often small,

communities on islands, deep in jungles, or other essentially undisturbed

region.

'Examples of ecologically and culturally sensible interactions between people
and their environment can be found in all parts of the world.  Such traditional
communities often have profound and detailed knowledge of the ecosystems
and species with which they are in contact and effective ways of ensuring
they are used in a sustainable manner.  Cultural diversity, which is provided
above all by the great variety of indigenous cultures in all parts of the world,
provides the human intellectual 'gene pool,' the basic raw material for
adapting to the local environment.'28

Now global change has upset long-established patterns:

'...the natural world at the dawn of the industrial age was characterized by
highly diverse ecosystems and human cultures.  A fundamental ecological
shift has occurred, however, during the past few generations or so.  The
world's array of highly diverse adaptations to local environmental conditions is
being replaced by a world culture increasingly characterized by very high
levels of material consumption, at least for a privileged minority.'

Disruption of social patterns and native settlements blurs identities and

compromises unrecognized cultural contributions which humanity may yet

employ in achieving a sustainable planet.  Humans are a most curious species.

Only the ability to think, analyze, and willfully control the environment sets

them apart from other life forms.  Within each culture lurks an awareness that

man’s position among all species is uniquely responsible for the Earth’s general

welfare.

'This is the real tragedy of the commons: traditional management systems
that were effective for thousands of years become obsolete in a few decades,

                                    
28  J. A.  McNeely, “Nature and culture: conservation needs them both,”  Nature & Resources

28  (1992), pages 37-43.
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replaced by systems of exploitation that bring short-term profits for a few and
long-term costs for many.  This leads to the loss of both biological and
cultural diversity.  As one indication, over half of the world's 6,000 languages
are now moribund, spoken only by people who are middle-aged or older.'

Here, I see at least two consequences.  First, cultural diversity is lost as

indigenous peoples lose their identity and their native language.  The world

coalesces groups of people through a reduction of language diversity.  Second,

the old form of communication is often synonymous with local knowledge.

As the language fades so goes the native knowledge of local species and

natural resources.

'The extinction of cultures, or of traditional knowledge within cultures
undergoing rapid change, is a problem at least as serious for humanity as the
extinction of species.  All who follow will share the loss of knowledge about
the local environment.  Cultural information about how it might be used to
provide sustainable benefits may be lost forever, along with the species that
have supported hunters for thousands of years.'29

I am left with questions concerning the potential unity of peoples.

Obviously, to solve global problems requires overcoming all forms of

exploitation and conflict.  In fact, famine is usually the result of conflict—civil

war and power struggles—not inadequate food supply.  We have yet to see

movements effective enough to build permanent food distribution systems and

eliminate weapons, hostility, and terrorism.  

Again, look at the news.  Maintaining human diversity is not everyone’s

priority.  Ethnic conflicts testify otherwise.  Cultural cleansing, which

encourages annihilation, assassination, or separation of peoples, occurred in

Germany, Yugoslavia, and elsewhere during the 90s.  Will we see another

holocaust?

                                    
29  J. A.  McNeely,  “Culture and conservation,”  Zoogoer.   (May-June 1988),  page 31.
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For reasons given in Part Four, you may soon see a global government that

oversteps and threatens cultural diversity by demanding monetary and social

unification of all peoples.  If humanity is to survive through time, is it not fair

to assume human diversity represents a trait for success?  What options remain

for survival in a world that reduces diversity?

• International Political Change

In the late 80s and early 90s, global politics experienced major shifts with

rapid democratization in formerly communist states.  A switch in economic

systems opened the door to capitalism and new markets.  This raises another

key point.  The cold war was swept away and a new era of materialism rushes

in.  Think of this as a consequence not a benefit, leading to more consumers

in a finite, resource limited, world.

As the old communist guard stepped aside, formerly hidden environmental

abuses surfaced.  For Russia and the Eastern Block countries, prior neglect, a

lack of funds, and incompetent policies leave large stockpiles of radioactive and

hazardous waste requiring extensive cleanup.30  The environmental sins of the

past reveal obsolete military priorities that now highlight humanity’s lack of

foresight planning.  Both communistic and capitalistic nations expended

massive resources to promote nuclear weapons to justify or defend themselves

as political and governmental entities.  Environmental or economic

consequences only surface during a period of relative peace and economic

                                    
30  For examples see : 1)  Hilary F. French,  “Restoring the East European and Soviet

Environments,”  State of the World 1991 (1991),  pages 93-112; 2) M. Feshbach and A.

Friendly, Jr.,  Ecoside in the USSR: Health and nature under siege (New York: Basic Books,

1992); and 3) “East Meets West to Look for Toxic Waste Sites.”  Science  251 (1991), pages

620-621.
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recession.  Is any political system, lacking sound political or economic

mechanics capable of competent environmental stewardship?  Is any

government, lacking monetary strength, able to conquer this hazardous legacy

left by the Cold War?

The words of Dr. M. G. K. Menon31 serve to summarize economic reality in

the wake of the Cold War:

'Since the end of the Second World War, we have seen a bipolar world, with
continued confrontations between the two major super-powers.  This led to
an increasing militarization of the world, with enormous sums of money
allocated for the development of weapon systems of all types.  While the
Third World countries were not directly parties to this Cold War, they were
affected significantly, through the creation of spheres of influence, association
with various defense pacts being part of treaty organizations, and through
provision of military bases.  With the building up of large military industrial
complexes and commercializing of military hardware, they themselves
became major purchasers of arms.  The arms imports of all developing
countries (for 1987) was over 34 billion US. dollars.  These were used largely
for conflicts among themselves...'   (ΣΞ 144)

The production and sale of military hardware serves to further differentiate

the industrialized from the less developed nations.  The politics of military and

other forms of aid leaves poorer nations more dependent, politically weaker,

and deeper in debt with each passing decade.  Dr. T. R. Odhiambo32 describes

the debtor nations as an economic house of cards about to collapse:

'Africa, and other regions of the developing world, are being weighed down
to a standstill by the crushing burden of external debt and internal debt.
External debt of many developing countries (for instance Mozambique, Laos,
and Bolivia) now exceeds their total gross national product (GNP).  In some
countries (such as India, Malaysia, and Singapore) internal debt has grown
larger than external debt.  Many countries find the servicing of these debts

                                    
31  Prof. Menon is President of the International Council of Scientific Unions and Member of

Parliament, India.

32  Dr. Odhiambo is Director of the International Centre of Insect Physiology and Ecology in

Kenya.
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almost crippling: for instance, Jordan is expending 36% of its GNP on debt
servicing.'  (ΣΞ 221)  

Now, in a post-cold-war era, peace may become reality or false illusion.

Efforts to control and reduce super-power stockpiles of nuclear weapons, to

reduce arms spending, and to pull troops back to home bases arise from

economic need—not simply from peaceful intent.  New battle lines are drawn

with dollars instead of bullets.  Like health care costs on the rise, the price of

war has escalated in recent times, mostly because competent weapons require

specialized and very costly technology.  Arms production, sales, and

negotiations for military reductions continue as concurrent events.  But,

humanity continually marches in opposition to itself.  Building and selling war

machines continues without increasing global security.  The reasons for mixed

political agendas is clear when one recognizes that the world—from the

countries of the former U.S.S.R., the U.S.A., to the poorest nations—has

expended itself beyond reasonable national budgets.  The arms race on a

regional basis continues to deepen existing debts.

As the global marketplace expands, corporations and governments form

partnerships through decision making, tax incentives, and other regulations.

These topics are the subject of recent global trading agreements—with the

names: APEC, GATT, NAFTA, and WTO.33  A competitive struggle over

automobile, computer, home electronics, and other production platforms

draws new battle lines for the developing consumer war.  Politics of defense,

                                    
33  The creation of the World Trade Organization, as a result of GATT agreements, is scheduled

for 1995.  By 2002, the WTO’s activities are designed to apply globally to all nations.  (APEC:

Asian Pacific Economic Community; GATT: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; NAFTA:

North American Free Trade Agreement)
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business, and special interests are therefore blended into driving forces resulting

in political and market-oriented global change.

Researchers and policy-makers express concern for greater equality between

the developed and developing nations.  Political practices of the past leave

both richer and poorer nations in an unbalanced situation.  Foreign aid is often

seen as the solution.  Because debtor nations have fewer educational resources

and limited finances, they rely on outside funds support contracts for technical

services.  Historically, foreign aid pays foreign consultants to work in the

countries receiving aid.  Tragically, very little of the money stays in the local

economy.  Foreign workers take more pay out of the country than they spend

while working and living abroad.  But if education and research facilities are

constructed in poorer countries, then local peoples will address local problems,

improving local conditions, and building greater global stability.  The best

money creates education and strengthens commerce within each debtor nation

such that new growth and debt payments follow.  In practical terms, aid that

creates a local economy also creates a trading partner.  Any program short of

this goal widens the abyss.

Temptation and the overriding will to prosper characterizes not only

individuals, but systems, governments, and their leaders.  Birthing a New

World Order requires leadership with vision.  Advice to grow slowly—for the

sake of our environment—is countered by the political perception that the new

order assures an increased standard of living for everyone on Earth.  But a

material utopia for all brings irreversible consequences with increasing

consumption of limited, non-renewable, resources.  Humanity only

understands change by circumstance and hind sight.  Foresight planning is

slow to gain acceptance outside of academic circles, environmental
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movements, and U.N. programs.  This jeopardizes long-term planning for a

habitable planet.  U.N. accords are only effective when nations are united by

purpose.  A biblical scenario—which is yet to appear in this

window—documents a future global unification, but the politics therein speak

of power or control but not the environment.

• Economics and Environment

Even with human advancements, the world loses real Gross National

Product (GNP; ΣΞ 65-83).  This is only apparent when one factors pollution

damage, resource degradation, and other environmental variables into the cost

of future business.  For example, Nigeria and the US. have lost 17% and 2%

of their GNP, respectively, due to soil erosion and environmental damage.  For

Nigeria the consequences are obviously significant.  What appears to be a

small loss, again only 2% in the US., amounts to 100 billion dollars in

productivity (ΣΞ 68).  If one adds cumulative, long-term, environmental

degradation to annual production losses, there is an ominous irreversible loss in

the world’s future agricultural base.  These problems haunt humankind when

limited food stores are pressed further by population growth.

In recent time, businesses operated on the premise that raw materials in,

finished products out, equals net monetary productivity.  Profit is the bottom

line.  Resources, treated as an infinite supply of material, are never in question.

Economists now know GNP calculations alone do not reveal the true

relationship between a nation’s economy and environmental health.

'No nation can say its economic activity is sustainable if it fails to replace the
capital that depreciates.  Similarly, no nation will expand its future income
unless it invests in new capital.'  (ΣΞ 75)
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The world’s ozone layer, rain forests, potable water, top soil, and numerous

elements of the biosphere represent natural capital for each nation’s audit

books.  To this I add human capital, which includes machines, roads,

factories, and vehicles.  Elsewhere, industries and services emphasizing use of

renewable resources—recycled materials—begin a vital process reducing the

dependencies on non-renewable resources.

Remember, 77% of the population earns 15% of the global income (ΣΞ

65).  Unless investments are made regionally, people will continue to migrate

to cities or other localities where investments are concentrated.  Offsetting

global economic inequity, by adding regional political and economic stability,

requires the North to invest in the peoples of the South.  If this occurs—in a

way that instills social equity and builds affluence—population pressures will

ease because:

'when livelihoods are secure, ... only then does it become rational for poor
people to limit family size.'  (ΣΞ 53)

The World Bank estimates when the income of poor people rises 1%, the

general fertility rates drop by 3%.  Would you give away the proportion of

your personal wealth that is required to create equality for all of humankind?34

If this gesture slowed population growth and insured the Earth’s preservation

would you also accept a smaller pay check?  Your answer, yes or no, has a

bearing on the Earth’s future.

The window mirrors change to show people are both the answer and the

problem.  I tend to think that you would prefer to keep your money.  Many of

us are conditioned to be slaves to autos, computers, appliances, buildings, and

                                    
34  Mattityahu 19: 21  ‘Yeshua said to him, “If you are serious about reaching the goal, go and

sell your possessions, give to the poor, and you will have riches in heaven. ...”’
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other material possessions.  These are the idols of materialism.  The child is

often taught to possess—not distribute freely—and those who lived through

depression times store flour and sugar by the barrel.  Humanity’s old habits are

hard to break.  Would anyone freely bundle up the hoards stored in the North

to sent them to the South?  Human nature seems too predictable for such an

unlikely event.  The answers to many of humanity’s problems are that simple,

that outlandish, and so improbable.  What conclusions are left to us from this

logic?

Conservation movements and recycling programs emerge from the

collective social consciousness.  But, recycling previously an option is now

necessity, because land fills are at maximum capacity and garbage disposal

systems are over burdened.  Putting reusable waste into recycling requires

mechanics to collect, store, process and re-manufacture materials.  In recent

decades, prudent use of the Earth was not the willful choice of the majority.

The exceptions are those individuals, like Henry Thoreau, who lived a least-

impact life style, wholly in the organic realm.  He ate modestly, grew what he

needed, sold enough to buy what he couldn’t grow or make, and disturbed as

little of his environment as was necessary to make life sustainable.  What Mr.

Thoreau consumed most was air, sights, and sounds—and he considered

himself wealthy for all these possessions and the life to enjoy them.

Paradoxically, modern consumerism has quickly built trash mounds as its

memorials—monuments that now generate methane and climate change.  

• World Markets, Competition, and Global Polarity  

The world’s economic systems are essentially asymmetric, lop-sided,

creating a problem for the South which can only respond with aggressiveness
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or defensive measures for survival.  The South sees global change as a negative

economic scenario because:

'...the net transfer of resources to the developing countries has been
reversed—from a positive flow of $42.6 billion in 1987 to a negative flow of
$32.5 billion in 1988; primary commodity prices, on which the economies of
the Third World countries significantly depend, have reached their lowest level
since the great depression of the 1930s.  The foreign debts of the developing
countries, more than $103 trillion, now require nearly $200 billion a year in
debt servicing alone.  In this environment, development takes place much too
slowly.'  (ΣΞ 150)

In 1982, Mexico and 42 other countries were unable to pay their loans.

When faced with these circumstances, many countries engage in short-term

exploitation of crops and other resources to quickly raise hard

currency—typically US. dollars in place of local devalued currency—to establish

repayment of external debt.  The loan providers, mostly from the North, fear

non-payment because simultaneous failures by several of the largest debtor

nations would paralyze the global economy—in other words: global economic

collapse.  Keeping the poor poor, keeps this possibility alive!

In the current economic climate, one can reasonably expect to see a future

realignment of nations.  Anticipation of future trade relations, competition,

protectionism, and other economic pacts or dependencies drive nations to

form new trade alliances.  Trading blocks now form in the wake of the

European Community’s (EC) consummation of a unified system.  Elsewhere, in

the North, the United States, Canada, and Mexico move to strengthen a

unified block of trading nations (NAFTA), while Asian and Pacific nations

consider forming a Pacific Rim block (APEC), and African nations talk of an

African Economic Community.  Dr. Odhiambo states that nations today

function as a fractured, dysfunctional, human family (ΣΞ 217).  This is obvious

where the world has drawn lines of division.  The trading blocks will compete
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with one another following defensive patterns created from former bipolar

inequities.  

Trade wars and protectionism are possible results of block formations and

the North may perceive these as the South’s mechanisms for economic

extortion.  As you will see later, trading blocks are a key point which logically

leads us to the future governing system—made of ten global

‘kingdoms’—which lock all nations into a single global-political system.


